Technology assessment and selection has a substantial impact on the organization procedures in regard to technology transfer. Technological decisions are usually made by a group of experts, and whereby, integrity of these viewpoints to a single decision can be quite complex. Today, operational databases and data warehouses exist to manage and organize data with specific features, and henceforth, the need for a decisionaid approach is essential. The process of developing data warehouses involves time-consuming steps, complex queries, slow query response rates, and limited functions, which is also true for operational databases. In this regard, fuzzy multi-criteria procedures used to choose efficient data sources (data warehouse and traditional relational databases) based on organization requirements are addressed in this paper. In proposing an appropriate selection framework, the paper compares a triangular fuzzy number (TFN)-based framework and a fuzzy analytical hierarchy process (AHP) based on data source models, business logic, data access, storage, and security. The results obtained show that the two procedures rank data sources in a similar manner and due to an accurate decision-making.
Introduction
Today's digital world has accounted for an exponential rise of data. However, data can only be useful if it is appropriately managed and accessed. This rise has caused organizations to reconsider their data management technologies. While some simply enhance their existing operational databases, others consider larger solutions, data warehouses. The evaluation and selection of a suitable solution is a typical decision-making problem. Data warehouses store large amounts of data using a multi-layer architecture. Data can be integrated from a number of sources including operational databases and/or other distributed data sources of different organizations. Whereas operational database tables are analyzed and designed based on entities, the analysis and design of data warehouse tables are based on the subjects that the system has been designed to analyze. Therefore, the fact and dimension tables of a data warehouse are designed by the operational database tables that take into consideration the subjects and goals of analysis. Although most data warehouse queries are writable through operational database commands, and also elements of data warehouse are provided by operational databases, some of these queries are not expressed easily using operational database queries, and when they are actually expressed, their performance is extremely low. Other disadvantages of operational databases include formulating complex queries, slow response rates to queries, limited support of a number of functions and operations, and insufficient memory in answering queries. Nonetheless, it should be considered that operational databases are quite adequate for some organizations [1] . When correctly implemented, a data warehouse system enables companies to enjoy its benefits and obtain timely information for decision-making.
In the recent decades, various decision-making methods and algorithms have been designed. More often multi-criteria decision-making methods are proposed, taking the advantages of multiple criteria. Multi-criteria decision-making problems can be classified into two types, one of which exactly measures the weights of the criteria [2] , and the other type uses fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making (FMCDM) such that the weight is approximately measured and is expressed in linguistic terms and transformed into fuzzy numbers (first introduced by Zadeh [3] ). Furthermore, various multi-criteria decisionmaking methods including value measurement models (such as Fuzzy AHP), goal, aspiration, and reference models (such as TOPSIS) and outranking methods (such as ELECTRE and PROMETHEE) are implemented [4] . AHP decomposes complicated problems from higher hierarchies into lower ones. Also the analytical network process (ANP) technique is a multi-attribute approach that allows feedback loops among decision elements in the hierarchical or non-hierarchical structures, and is used to determine data sources in a longer term. In both techniques, impreciseness of human judgments can be handled through the fuzzy set theory. Moreover, a variety of methodologies and frameworks have already been developed for software selection and evaluation. A method used for selecting enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems has been proposed based on the fuzzy set theory and analytical hierarchy process in [5] . Mamghani [6] has applied the analytic hierarchy process, designed for the decisions that require integration of quantitative and qualitative data in order to evaluate and select the anti-virus and content-filtering software. Combination of the fuzzy set theory and hierarchal structure analysis has resulted in a robust selection algorithm, as proposed by Liang and Wang [7] . Furthermore, a comprehensive framework has been developed for evaluation of the software systems based on the multi-criteria decisionmaking methods using the fuzzy set theory [8] . A new decision-making approach has been proposed by Eldrandaly and Naguib for solving the geographic information system (GIS) software selection by integrating expert systems and multicriteria decision-making techniques [9] . Blanc and Jelassi [10] have developed a multi-criteria decision methodology for the decision support system (DSS) selection. Philips Wren, Hahn, and Forgionne [11] have applied fuzzy technologies to choose an appropriate ERP. A new model of assessing enterprise implementation readiness of ERP based on the fuzzy multi-criteria decisionmaking has been proposed in [12] . Furthermore, a fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making procedure has been proposed in [13] to facilitate the data warehouse system selection with consideration given to both the technical and managerial criteria. A fuzzy set approach has been developed in [14] for the multi-criteria selection of the object-oriented simulation software for analysis of the production systems. Selection of the most suitable data source system from a set of alternatives on the basis of many criteria is a multi-criteria decision-making problem. We found that using TFN made data collection and interpretation of results easier for the experts and decision makers. In this work, a fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making framework was developed using TFN. Furthermore, fuzzy AHP, which is a multi-criteria evaluation method evolved from Saaty's AHP [15] , has become one of the best known and most widely used multi-criteria decision-making methods. In this case, the criteria that have to be considered are quite a lot, and AHP that can take into consideration the relative priorities of the factors or alternatives and represent the best alternative, in turn, provides a simple and very flexible model for a given problem. In this situation, all levels of details about the main focus can be listed or structured in this method. Computer software can aid decision-makers to apply AHP quickly and precisely. AHP relies on the judgments of experts from different backgrounds, and thus the main focus can be evaluated easily from different aspects. Subsequently, the decision-maker can analyze the elasticity of the final decision by applying the sensitivity analysis. However, the method has some disadvantages such as scoring the relative importance among related criteria that can be difficult about a certain amount. However, over-simplifying the hierarchy may lose important inter-dependencies among criteria, and over-extending the hierarchy may increase the time complexity for creating pairwise comparison matrices. There is not always a solution to the linear equations since the computational requirements are tremendous, even for a small problem. AHP allows only the triangular fuzzy numbers to be used, and the subjective nature of the modeling process is a constraint of AHP (that means that the methodology cannot guarantee the decisions as definitely true). When the number of levels in the hierarchy increases, the number of pair comparisons also increases, and hence, building the AHP model takes much more time and effort [16] . Considering the multi-criteria structure of the data source selection problem and the vagueness in real environment, fuzzy AHP is thought to be suitable and simple enough for selecting the best data source. Any level of details about the main focus can be listed or structured in this method. Through this way, the overview of the main problem can be represented very easily. Based on a case study conducted in this paper and a comparison between the TFN-based fuzzy method and a Fuzzy AHP, the proposed selection framework is shown to reduce both cost and time of data source selection due to a proper decisionmaking based on organization requirements. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a basic concept is discussed in relation to data warehouse generation. In the third section, the TFN and Fuzzy AHP procedures for data warehouse selection using a case study is described. In the fourth section, application of TFN and Fuzzy AHP is compared, and the results obtained are presented. Finally, conclusions based on this study are presented in the fifth section.
Basic concepts; data warehouse generation
The common steps involved in data warehouse generation comprises organizational requirements, physical environment set-up, data modeling, data preprocessing, extraction, transformation, data loading, and reporting. Each of these steps are fully-discussed in this section. Collection and analysis of business requirements: In this step, based on the meetings held with different groups of data warehouse users, and other known approaches in gathering requirements [17] including interviews, standard templates, requirement prioritization, knowledge of subject areas, and through the review of the existing documents, the analytical requirements of end-users are documented. Physical environment set-up: Once the business requirements have been collected and the analytical requirements of end-users have been clearly defined, it is necessary to set-up the physical servers and databases. At a minimum, it is necessary to set-up the development and production environments. For this, it is best for the different environments to use distinct applications and database servers. Having different environments is very important since all changes can be tested without affecting the production environment. Notably, development and production can occur during the user activity in the data warehouse.
Data modeling: A logical data model is built based upon the user requirements, and is subsequently translated into the physical data model. Deliverables of this step includes the definition and identification of the data sources as well as the logical and physical data models. Data preprocessing: Once the fact and dimension tables of the data warehouse are designed based on the goals and subjects of the analysis, potential errors in the operational databases are identified and subsequently removed. Data errors include incorrect, incomplete, redundant, inconsistent or inappropriate structured data. Extraction, transformation, and data loading (ETL): Kimball [18] has stated that the processes of extraction, transformation, and data loading in data warehouses is time-consuming, and he has even specified that it can take up to approximately 60% of the data warehouse implementation time. His reasoning is based upon the fact that it should extract data from operational databases, transform data into appropriate formats, and finally, load data into target tables. A relational data warehouse is the deliverable of this step. Front end and report development: Data-source users use a variety of reporting tools to query the data warehouse such as excel and dashboard monitoring.
Fuzzy-based decision-making procedures
In this section, after a brief introduction to the basic concepts of fuzzy sets, algebraic operations, triangular fuzzy numbers, linguistic variables, and ranking fuzzy numbers, the proposed fuzzy-based decision-making framework is presented in section 3.1, followed by Fuzzy AHP in section 3.2. The theory of fuzzy sets, introduced by Zadeh (1965) , was developed to describe vagueness and ambiguity in real-world systems. Fuzzy set is a class of objects that defines membership degree through interval [0:1]. Zadeh has defined a fuzzy set A in X as a function ( ), which associates each point in X a real number in the interval [0:1], with the value of ( ) at x representing the "grade of membership" of x in A. If the degree of the membership of an object is "1", it means that the objects are completely bounded, and an object value of "0" means that the object is not absolutely bounded. Uncertain values are set between 0 and 1. This fuzzy set definition can be used to effectively express the vagueness of many real-world cases. In this paper, triangular fuzzy numbers are used as membership functions, since they are straightforward for decision-makers to use and calculate.
Calculation of the membership functions can also be achieved, considering Zadeh principle, after mapping fuzzy set via a function. For example, assume and as two triangular fuzzy numbers, where their addition and multiplication are respectively shown in (1) and (2) [2] .
The importance weights of various criteria and the rating values of alternative data sources are considered as linguistic terms throughout this paper. In [14] , professionals have used linguistic terms such as very low, low, medium, high, and very high for the importance weights of various criteria, which can be expressed via triangular fuzzy numbers (Table 1) , and use linguistic terms such as very poor, poor, fair, good, and very good for rating values of alternative data sources ( Table  2) . The aforementioned membership functions have been used in different areas such as robot selection [7] and selection of the object-oriented simulation software [14] . Selection of the most suitable data source from a set of alternatives (data warehouse and operational database) on the basis of many criteria creates a multi-criteria decision-making problem. The alternative set provided to compare and choose is ( ), in which, each alternative has two possibilities: selected and unselected. There is a group of decision makers ( ) that evaluate the importance weights of criteria ( ) and the appropriateness of alternatives ( ) under each one of these criteria. Let ( ) be the weight given to by decisionmaker , and let ( ) be the rating assigned to alternative by decision-maker under criterion . and are defined as follow ( (3) and (4)):
Notably, the fuzzy set theory is applied to give values of matrices ( (3) and (4)).
Choosing the most appropriate data source and considering the importance of weights of various criteria and the rating values of alternative data sources will be done by matrix in (5) . In these matrices, show the weight of each data source for selection by the decision-makers to make a choice.
The objective functions are written as a function of decision variables, and express the purpose of the problem and where the decision-maker attempts to maximize or minimize the objective function. In situations where the purpose is maximization, the most suitable option is when their objective function has the highest value. In considering (6) and according to calculations carried out by Chen [19] , the maximizing set M is {( ( ))| + :
and the minimizing set G {( ( ))| +, considering (7), is defined as:
where:
Furthermore, the right utility value ( ), left utility value ( ), and total utility value ( ) for alternative are denoted as follow ( (8)- (10)).
The alternative with a maximum ( ) value is the optimal choice in the decision-making problem.
Fuzzy-based multi-criteria decisionmaking framework using TFN
A generalized fuzzy multi-criteria decisionmaking procedure is depicted in figure 1 as an activity diagram. Each level of this activity diagram is described as follows. Forming decision-making groups for analysis of data sources and identification of appropriate criteria: Due to different advantages and disadvantages of the data sources, different organizations based on their requirements may decide to create data warehouse or use existing data sources (those that do not create data warehouse). Therefore, several groups are formed in the organization to investigate possible data storage alternatives, organization requirements, and influencing factors in order to determine appropriate selection criteria.
Delphi is a technique of committee research, developed by Dalkey and Helmer [20] . It is a widely used and accepted methodology for achieving convergence of opinion concerning real-world knowledge solicited from experts within certain topic areas. Assuming the skills of experts are more important than their quantity. Delphi is used in this paper to choose the committee experts. First of all, lists of the names of professionals of the organization have been grouped by their profession. Professionals of each group were rated by their level of competency, and subsequently, the organization research team chose six experts. The six data source experts have an average of 9/5 years of experience in business.
The main purpose of choosing criteria is to provide a vision for a better decision-making. At first, the initial list of objectives including major and minor objectives of the organization is drawn. These are the organization objectives that have been organized in a hierarchal structure. In this paper, the hierarchal structure of objectives was developed during a two-week period, whereby three questionnaires were sent to the chosen experts.
It is important to note that too many criteria may lead to conflict of evaluations and consequently unsuccessful decision-making. For this reason, in this study, at first 30 objectives were expressed in the committee. Subsequently, fuzzy Delphi was used to ensure the selection of appropriate criteria, and as a result, 15 criteria were chosen. The chosen criteria were discussed and approved by four data warehouse professionals of two reputable organizations. Figure 2 shows the proposed criteria that are derived by committee decisions and studies conducted in [19, 20] and are suitable for decision-making to choose the most suitable data source in a hierarchical structure. Rating alternatives and producing matrix R activities: In these activities, data sources are rated by the fuzzy method. This rating and assigning of importance weights of criteria and producing matrix A activities of figure 1 can be carried out simultaneously. The rating alternatives under the figure 2 criteria are defined according to the standard characteristics of the operational databases and data warehouses defined by their vendors, conducted studies, and selected expert experiments using the terms in table 2. The ratings acquired by the six experts are expressed as follows.
Rating according to criterion (solution time): Design and implementation of data warehouse is in the form of a multi-layer architecture, where the first layer is composed from data sources such as relational databases, flat files, and other sources. After designing the tables of a relational data warehouse, the extracted and transformed data of the operational databases is loaded into this data warehouse. Henceforth, to design a data warehouse, in addition to analysing tables of data sources, it is necessary to create fact, dimension, and multidimensional cube in business intelligence (BI) environment. Although comprehensive data modelling and sophisticated analytics are important benefits of data warehouse, they often come with the tradeoff of longer development cycles. Based on the average comments of the six experts and the provided definitions, the quantitative values (0.61,0.81,0.95) and (0.1,0.3,1) are assigned to criterion for the operational databases and data warehouse accordingly. Rating according to criterion (hierarchies): Creation of data warehouse hierarchies such as standard, parent-child, and ragged [22] is easily available by BI wizard features, while creation of these hierarchies in the operational databases is more difficult and requires complex queries. Henceforth, based on the average comments of the six experts and the provided definitions, the quantitative values (0.73,0.93,1) and (0.31,0.51,0.7) are assigned to criterion for the data warehouse and operational database. Rating according to criterion (additional features): Data warehouse additional features, which are provided in table 3, are easily available by BI environment, although in operational databases, some of these features are much more complex. For example, a translation feature is not available in operational databases, and drillthrough and write-back is more difficultly provided and requires writing complex queries. Linguistic terms of these six experts is transformed into fuzzy numbers and then assigned to the values (0.4,0.6,0.8) and (0.7,0.9,1) for criterion in operational database and data warehouse. Rating according to criterion (simple calculations): Calculations in the data warehouses and operational databases depend on both the learning data source language and the ability of the language to handle the required queries. As multi-dimensional expressions language (MDX) is more complicated in the data warehouses in comparison with operational databases languages such as structured query language (SQL) and excel functions, it is not recommended for simple calculations. After comparing these two data sources by six experts and due to the ease of operational database calculation language learning and ability of operational database in processing simple queries, the fuzzy values (0.4,0.6,0.8) and (0.53,0.73,0.9) are assigned to criterion . Rating according to criterion (complex calculations): MDX calculation languages are more applicable to complex calculations than operational databases languages such as SQL, excel functions, oracle and so forth, as in the majority of cases they will fail in processing such complex calculations. Henceforth, based on the average comments of the six experts and the provided definitions, the quantitative values (0.7,0.9,1) and (0.05,0.18,0.35) are assigned to criterion for the data warehouse and operational database. Rating according to criterion (aggregate functions): As shown in table 4, data warehouse, in addition to providing aggregate functions that is supported by operational databases, provides other aggregate functions. Due to the storage of precomputed aggregate functions in data warehouse multi-dimensional cube cells that improves the efficiency of query retrieves, and based on the average comments of the six experts, the quantitative values (0.6,0.93,1) and (0.1,0.3,0.5) are assigned to criterion for the warehouse and operational database. 
Rating according to criterion (key performance indicators (KPIs)): KPIs that are provided by each data source and expressed in the third level of figure 2 are shown in table 5. KPIs of operational database are provided by components such as SQL reporting services and performance point services. However, while these are not available as a wizard in an operational database environment, the KPIs are provided in the data warehouse BI environment. Due to the higher capability of the data warehouse in criterion , difficulty of preparation of KPIs by operational database, and average comments of the six experts, the quantitative values (0.7,0.9,1) and (0.05,0.18,0.18) are assigned to criterion for the data warehouse and operational database. (large scale): Data warehouses have the ability of extending into large scales (multi-terabyte) without affecting query performances. Data warehouses provide extensive capabilities to manage the most complex and largest-scale BI challenges. Sophisticated models and complex business logic can be implemented in data warehouses. On-disk data storage, pre-calculated aggregates, and inmemory caching enable multi-dimensional models to grow to multi-terabyte scale and to provide fast query responses. However, operational databases that only have one processor and are without suitable indexing, partitioning, and tables normalization are not able to extend into large scales. This feature of operational database and data warehouse is compared. In this comparison, the scaling ability of data warehouse based on average comments of six experts is represented by fuzzy numbers (the quantitative values (0.6,0.93,1) and (0.15,0.35,0.41) are assigned to criterion for the warehouse and operational database). Rating according to criterion (performance): data warehouses provide a variety of mechanisms to accelerate query performance including aggregations, caching, indexed data retrieval, and data compression. In addition, one can improve query performance by optimizing the design of dimension attributes, cubes, and MDX queries. As a result of data compression and storing precalculated aggregate functions in multidimensional cube cells, I/O will reduce. A disadvantage of operational databases is that they cannot compress data, although in certain situations, through indexing, caching, and storing pre-calculated aggregate function response rates to queries can be reduced. Performance of data warehouse and operational database based on is compared. This comparison is achieved by taking the average comments of decision-makers and converting them to fuzzy numbers and then assigning them to the quantitative values (0.7,0.9,1) and (0.1,0.3,0.5) for the data warehouse and operational database, respectively. Rating according to criterion (data sources): A number of data sources supported by data warehouse and operational database are expressed in the third level of figure 2 and table 6 . Henceforth, the data warehouse and operational databases are compared based on the linguistic terms of six decision-maker experts.
(The linguistic terms of these six experts are transformed into fuzzy numbers, and then assigned to the average values (0.38,0.71,0.73) and (0.05,0.21,0.41) for criterion in operational database and data warehouse.) Rating according to criterion (data storage): In a data warehouse, data can be stored in multidimensional online analytical processing (MOLAP), relational online analytical processing (ROLAP) and hybrid online analytical processing (HOLAP) data architectures. In MOLAP, the data is stored on disk in an optimized multidimensional format. In ROLAP, the data is stored in the source relational database. Due to optimized storage, multi-dimensional indexing, and caching, query response time is fast in MOLAP but in MOLAP, on-disk size of data compared to data stored in the relational database is smaller. The ROLAP tools access the data in a relational database, and generate SQL queries to calculate information at the appropriate level as and when requested by end-users. As ROLAP places no limitation on the quantity of data and since each ROLAP report is essentially a SQL query (or multiple SQL queries) in the relational database, the query time can be long if the underlying data size is large. HOLAP combines features of the MOLAP and ROLAP data architectures. In operational databases, information storage and retrieval is achieved through SQL queries. Based on the average comments of the six experts and the capability of data warehouse in information storage and retrieval, the quantitative values (0.7,0.9,1) and (0.15,0.35,0.60) are assigned to criterion for the data warehouse and operational database. Rating alternatives according to criterion (client tools): As shown in the third level of figure 2, Excel reporting services and Microsoft performance point are supported as data warehouse client tools. Furthermore, these tools are also supported in operational databases. After linguistic comparison of these two data sources by the six experts, the fuzzy values (0.66,0.88,1) and (0.61,0.81,0.95) are assigned to criterion accordingly. Rating according to criterion (programmability): A variety of application programming interfaces (APIs) that can be used to develop and manage operational database objects such as tables, SQL scripts, and data warehouse objects such as cubes, dimensions, measures groups, and MDX scripts are tabulated in table 7. Considering the provided comparison given in table 7, data warehouses have more functionality than operational databases. After linguistic comparison of these two data sources by the six experts, the fuzzy values (0.7,0.9,1) and (0.4,0.6,0.8) are assigned to criterion for the data warehouse and operational database. Rating according to criterion (security): Having an appropriate data security strategy is important to certify that the right people have access to the right data. Both data warehouse and operational databases offer a set of robust capabilities that satisfy a broad range of security requirements. However, there are subtle differences in their capabilities, which are important to understand before choosing the data source experience that will best meet the security needs. In a data warehouse project, the concept of dimension data security can be used to manage row-level access. In operational database project, a row-level security can be implemented by granting access to rows in a table. In a multi-dimensional project, cell-level security can be implemented to restrict access to a particular cell or group of cells. Cell-level security is not provided in an operational database. Since security of access level in data warehouse is higher than operational database and based on the collected comments, the quantitative values (0.7,0.9,1) and (0.2,0.4,0.6) are assigned to criterion . Appointing importance weight of criteria and producing matrix A activities: In order to create a data warehouse in organization, six experts determine importance weights of figure 2 criteria based on their wide experience and knowledge about requirements of organization. First, the organization requirements in creating a data warehouse are collected, as shown in table 8. Organization uses common aggregate functions in its process C7
As organization do not require monitoring then key performance indicators is not required either C8
Organization do not require currency conversions C9 in order to facilitate organization's process, data source must have the ability of extending into gigabyte scales C10 Organization need to reduce response time of quires and process C11
Organization need to create data sources based on Microsoft Sql Server relational data sources C12
Saving data in memory C13
Probability of using excel client tool C14
Organization should not need to use different programming environments C15 Row level security
Fuzzy AHP
Fuzzy AHP is one of the most commonly used methods for solving multi-criteria decisionmaking problems. After decomposing the complex problem into a hierarchical structure, the pair-wise comparison matrices are calculated as follow:
Weight calculation:
In this study, the extent fuzzy AHP is utilized, which was originally introduced by Chang (1996) . The value of fuzzy synthetic extent with respect to the object is defined as:
Where ( ) are TFNs and goal set G = {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , ..., g n } To obtain fuzzy summation of rows, the fuzzy addition operation of m extent analysis values for a particular matrix is performed such as:
and to obtain S j , the following multiplication is performed such as:
As ( ) and ( ) are two triangular fuzzy numbers, the degree of possibility of M2 ≥ M1 is defined as:
The degree possibility for a convex fuzzy number to be greater than k convex fuzzy ( ) numbers can be defined by:
Finally,
is the weight vector for k 1 2 n. The importance weights of various criteria and the rating values of alternative data sources are considered as linguistic terms, which can be expressed via triangular fuzzy numbers (Table 9 ). The organization needs to create more hierarchies such as standard and parent-child hierarchies, and then retrieves them fast based on the nature of organization analysis. Based on the organization requirements and the comment of one of the decision-makers ( ), standards and parent child's hierarchies subcriteria are assigned to a very high term and transformed to the fuzzy number (0.7, 1, 1). As ragged hierarchy is less required by organizations, it is assigned to a very low term and transformed to the fuzzy number (0, 0, 0.3). The average of aforementioned sub-criteria is (0.46, 0.66, 0.76) for . After determining the importance weights of criteria based on organization requirements in table 13 using Matrix (4), matrix is created and two columns of table 12 are inserted in matrix R. Producing matrix F and final decision-making activities: Decision-making in regard to creating data warehouse and/or using the existing operational databases, based on the organization requirements, is achieved through matrix in (17). Hence, it is clear that the most appropriate data source is . Thus the committee can be comfortable in recommending alternative as the most suitable data source based on the organization requirements.
Comparison between TFN-based decisionmaking approach and fuzzy AHP
Amongst the multi-criteria decision-making methodologies, fuzzy AHP, due to its compatibility and paired comparisons, provides efficient results. In fuzzy AHP, information is decomposed into a hierarchy of alternatives and criteria for decision-making. In this section, the proposed framework is implemented using fuzzy AHP, and is such to determine its significance, it is compared with the results obtained from the fuzzy-based decision-making approach.
As figure 4 shows, similar to the developed FMCDM method, the highest weights are for the complex calculations, running time, and performance criteria. As figure 5 shows, rankings of models by the developed FMCDM method and the fuzzy AHP method present the same results. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis graphs allow for ranking the alternatives to be examined, whilst changing the criteria's importance. For example, the need of the organization to perform complex calculations (C 5 ) is 11%; as a result data warehouse has more capability rather than operational database for this criterion. Data warehouse and relational database functionalities differ in a number of situations. For example, due to the weakness of the data warehouse in data sources criterion, if the organization reduces this criterion's importance from 78% to 23%, then instead of data warehouse, operational database will be selected.
Results and discussion
The use of data warehouses and operational databases in different situations was shown, Operational databases possess a number of disadvantages including the requirement of writing complex queries, slow response rates to queries, limitations in supporting functions and operations, and insufficient memory for answering queries. However, data warehouses with multidimensional structures have distinctive functionalities compared to the operational databases. As shown in this study, in data sources, query optimization plays a key role in performance, where each one of these data sources, for each criterion possesses different abilities. One of the reasons for the organizations failing to create suitable data sources without extra cost and time is the lack of suitable or optimal decision-making. In this study, an effective framework was proposed based on the organization requirements and comparison of the characteristics of data sources such as their models, business logic, data access and storage and security for suitable decision-making for deciding either the generation of a data warehouse or for the use of the existing operational databases. Fuzzy Delphi is used to ensure the selection of appropriate criteria, and as a result, 15 criteria were chosen. In this paper, the authors proposed an alternative fuzzy-based multi-criteria decision-making model and compared it with Fuzzy AHP. The efficiency of this method was proved through a case study. The results obtained showed that complex calculations (0.116) and solution time (0.116) have higher weightings. Finally, the results obtained show that the decisions made through this framework are the same when implemented using the fuzzy-based decision-making and fuzzy AHP methods. The results of ranking by means of FAHP and the proposed MCDM method show that operational databases perform best, followed by data warehouses.
